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Martina Hoffmann ~ ”Bringing In The Light”
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Daniel Merriam

• Tell us about your art technique and what first
sparked an interest in this medium.
~ I began drawing as early as I can remember. When I
was a child, watercolors were made available to me, so
I learned to articulate my imagery with what I had. I
developed my own technique of dry brush and scaling,
which, after 20 years, became what I would be recognized for. I was due for a change and apparently so was
the art paper industry. They stopped production of the
original cast papers, replacing it with a very lame version
that most wouldn’t notice unless you paint like I do.
Since then, I’ve worked in a variety of acrylics on wdifferent substrates. Perhaps now they will have to change the
formula of the gesso to change my course again…
• Do you use any special materials, or do anything
out of the ordinary when you are creating your art,
If so could you tell us about it?
~ Versatility and adaptability are key to surviving as an
artist and in life. I’m constantly inventing new ways to
handle paint. I experiment with everything. Art suppliers send me boxes of paints to try but much of what
I use or do is formulated in my studio. Most of what
you’ll find in your average art supply stores are actually student grade supplies but if you ask around, you’ll
find there are a few artisan manufactures that produce
really great materials, who know what the professional
painter needs.
• What are your favorite products or brands and why?
~ For years I’ve used synthetic brushes because they
have plenty of spring to them. I’m constantly springing
the bristles like a pole vaulter, wearing out countless
brushes. For decades I’ve bought boxes of Loew Cornell
round #2. I like the 2” square for glazing and an assortment of filberts to shade or infill. Brush manufacturers have phased out the 2” square so I’m looking for a
replacement that fits the bill.
I use a tight weave French-made portrait canvas for
larger pieces and smooth clay board for smaller ones;
acrylic paints from the U.K. or Canada; and an assortment of Golden or Liquitex mediums and varnishes

Turning Leaves
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from Blick’s.
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Flight of Scarlet

• When did you begin to take an interest in art and
for how long have you considered yourself an artist?
~ At age three I was drawing sequential art as a form
of play. By age five, I’d been exposed to fine art and
began to compose art. Soon I was recognized by my
peers as being gifted. I always knew that I would be
an artist as did everyone who knew me. It’s just in my
personality. The choice I had to make was whether or
not to remain true to myself or to find a more
conventional, reliable career or vocation.
• What inspires your creations?
~ Nature begs to be recreated over and over again.
The nature of humans begs for a reinterpretation as
well. It is through the eyes of art that we can see our
inert identities. Through classic literature, music,
and great art, I’ve envisioned the same in myself.
I’m fascinated with the range of emotions and skills
demonstrated by various artists, both dead and living.

Falconess

• Do you use live models, and if so do you have a
favorite muse? Do you find that having a model
helps to inspire your creation? Or do you create
everything from your imagination?
~ Often, I’ll briefly encounter someone who makes it
into a painting, but I’m reluctant to ask one to sit for
me. They fidget too much. Most all of my work is an
interpretation of an internal imaging process in a style
that is unique to me, so not working from observation
keeps it from looking like a montage of photos.
• What challenges do you have when you’re
creating, and what makes you the happiest when
you’re bringing a new project to fruition?
~ There are the usual challenges one would expect,
like when your child is banging on the studio door,
or when you’re stuck waiting in line at the DMV. Life
is so complicated, it’s hard to block out enough time
to focus on a labor-intensive production. Creatively,
the process of painting is to accept a challenge in
and of itself.
Happy is the sanctuary of my creative space when
I’m in my zone. When it’s complete, I want to celebrate
my endurance, but I’m anxious to go back to my zone,
where I can have limitless bounds and take liberty

High Altitude
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with any thought or form.

Protogee

• Were you formally trained, or are you self taught?
~ When I was young, they didn’t teach the sort of thing
I like to do. I learned through observation and
determination.
• What advice do you have for artists who are seeking
to follow a creative path as a career?
~ There is success in creating art, and there is success in
selling it. If you don’t have a trust fund, you will need to
sell it, year after year. The challenge never lessens. Follow
your heart, but be willing to give your all.
• Has there been anyone in your life who was
particularly influential, or someone who supported
your choice to become an artist?
~ I had a high school English teacher, Jacob Lefferier,
who recognized my talent and convinced me to become
an editorial cartoonist. I quickly learned the power of the
pen and the cultural impact an image can have.
• Can you name any artists who have influenced your
style or techniques, and why they were favored?

Calling On The Muse

~ Maxfield Parrish was always one of my favorites. He
rose to fame in five different generations and reinvented
his technique, experimenting with classical imagery in
a most innovative romantic style. His use of publication
kept him successful as a representational painter in
times of war. And in the face of modernism he held his
ground. He kept his vision within the printed page and
on the canvas.
• Do you find that your environment or music influence your creative process? Can you describe a perfect
setting for you to create your art? Any particular music
which inspires you at the moment?
~ Of course, it’s hard to set up an easel on the sidewalk
and paint in front of people or endure the cold and rain.
I like to be in a familiar space, serenaded by acoustic
music. Indie, folk, ethnic or domestic. Baroque chamber
music or flamenco guitar. Ben Harper, Dave Mathews,
Joni Mitchell, Ray Lamontagne. There are so many, and
many more, lesser known.
• If you could meet anyone who inspired you to be an
artist (living or dead), who would that be and why?
~ Well, can I only pick one? Richard Dadd, Dali, Jules
Vern, Maxfield Parrish, Hieronymus Bosch.

Lost And Found

La Vie En Rose
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Unearthly Delights

• If you had full funding to do any project, what
would it be and why?
~ I’d love to build a village or palace in the style
of my own architecture, with all the usual characters inhabiting it. It would truly share my vision
with the world, providing an immersive environment never experienced before. Any takers?

Dress Rehearsal
• What comes next? Do you have any big projects
in the works or plans for the new year?
~ More sculpture, more architectural design and
build, and perhaps more extremes in experimental
painting. I’m currently putting the finishing touches
on the works for my upcoming show to be unveiled
on December 8, 2019 at my Bubble Street Gallery in
Sausalito, CA (www.bubblestreetgallery.com)
• How do you want to be remembered?
What does Légende mean to you?
~ As a page in American art history that represents
the creativity freedom can afford the arts. To be
thought of as a preservationist of pre-World War One
romanticism, whilst exploring the human psyche
both as did Freud in Vienna and Gaudi in Barcelona.

Shore Break

Troy Brooks ~ “Higanbana”
16

Troy Brooks ~ “Ectophiliac”
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Of Cat And Dogs And One Black Horse
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Nikolina Petolas

• When did you first chose photography as your artistic medium?
~ My photo collages came to exist after years of doing photography and
graphic design where I was using different software and applications as well
as creating vector design and illustration. So one thing lead to another and
I started to combine all of these with my photography until I got the results
I was satisfied with. I tried different genres of photography and was experimenting a lot in this area, but it seemed to me more interesting to capture
something that obviously didn’t exist in the viewfinder of my camera.
With compositing different parts of photographs I was able to “capture”
scenes that were never there, except in my mind, to capture a vision or a
dream. I was drawing and have been taking photographs for many years,
probably since my teens, but at the time these were merely snapshots.
But it was somewhere in my twenties when I started to read books about
photography and started exploring all the possibilities it offers.
• When you are doing photo-manipulations, where do you source your
elements, do you use stock, or do you photograph every image yourself?
~ I love to create everything by myself so I take all images for my personal
work. I’ve been collecting photographs for over 14 years and have an enormous database of photos. Every part of my photo collage has it’s own story
for me, as where I’ve been when photographing it, the situation I got myself
into, the country I needed to visit for it. All of this is maybe not visible while
looking at my work, but these little parts mean a lot to me and I don’t want
them to be chosen from stock sites. I do occasionally use some pre-made
texture brushes although I often design them myself.
• Was there a clear transition with your art, a “eureka moment” when
you realized what your style would be?
~ No, I think that everything progressed with time in my case. As my
technique got better, the style got more complex and fine tuned. I believe
that everything came together, my illustration, painting, photography. a
combination of several techniques in my work, where one complements the
other. The eureka moment was probably when I realized that everything is
possible in creating art and that it is only a matter of the effort, patience
and vision to bring it all together.
• What inspires your creations in general?
~ It is a combination of my surroundings, people and their behavior, feelings,
relationships, dreams and the subconscious part of the mind. I love to create
worlds which don’t exist in reality, but which are also not far from what we
usually see. These are familiar surroundings and participants, but shown in an

W W W. N I K O L I N A P E T O L A S . C O M
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The other Side

Retrograde
unfamiliar way. Like a portal which leads us

have to be precise in centimeter, as I am

to a parallel world. Imaginary worlds and situa-

placing a person in the often complicated

tions are my main inspiration, the dreamscapes

imaginary surrounding where there is also an

which offer an escape to the fantasy land,

interaction involved, so often I have to repeat a

a break from harsh and often boring reality.

shoot several times. It really all depends on the
work, but for now I am mostly doing self por-

• Do you use self portraits, or models?

traits. This way there is also a personal touch

If so, do you have a favorite muse?

to these sceneries as my character has sort of

~ I prefer working alone and find it better for

became one of the participants, like a narrator

my kind of work. Poses for my art sometimes

in these stories.

The Door Keeper
• What challenges do you have when you’re

of them. I am very happy and excited when

creating, and what makes you the happiest

something is lying dormant inside of me for

when you’re bringing a new project to

so long and then I finally find the time and

fruition?

the way to create it.

~ There is a lot to overcome from the initial
idea until the finished work, and unfortunate-

• Were you formally trained or are you

ly, many problems can get in the way.

self taught?

When the idea starts, I have to compose a

~ I am self taught.

setting and sometimes it happens I am just
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not satisfied with the direction it is going to. If

• What advice do you have for artists who are

it doesn’t speak to me visually, I abandon the

seeking to follow a creative path as a career?

work for some time, and sometimes for good.

~ To do what they love and to be persistent and

It makes me happy when I feel that the art-

patient. Things are happening slowly in the art

work will come out like I intended it to, and

world but they do happen. Today it is a very

when I feel I am bringing out something that

hard time for artists. Social media and internet

was coming to me for some time. There are

presence have brought so many good things

ideas that stick with me for years, and there

and exposure, but at the same time, things are

are times when I think that nothing will come

happening so fast that it is very easy to lose

track. It is a shame to see that unfortunately

but also darker style painters Beksinski and

there is so much time lost trying to catch these

Giger. I love comic books and still read them

changes and trends, while meantime some

when I find time. Dylan dog and his raveling

wonderful art could have been created. I believe

with the dark side was always a great inspira-

everyone has to find for themselves this fine

tion for me. Movie directors such as Tim Bur-

tuning between creating art and self promotion

ton, Ridley Scott and Carpenter and the mes-

and the path they will take in the art world.

merizing atmospheres they’ve created with their
production team and designers always had an

• Has there been anyone in your life who

impact on my imagination. There were amazing

was particularly influential, or someone who

photo collage artist such as Toshiko Okanoue

supported your choice to become an artist?

who created outstanding artworks with

~ Yes, my husband is very supportive and

photographs far before the digital era.

helpful. He opened my eyes to a lot of things
and was always my best and worst critic.

• Do you find that your environment or music
influence your creative process? Can you

• Can you name any artists who have

describe a perfect setting for you to do your

influenced your style or techniques, and

art? Any particular music which inspires you

why they were favored?

at the moment?

~ Uh, there are so many, it is hard to name

~ I don’t like silence and I always listen to

just a few. I love painters Max Ernst, Remedios

something, whether it is electronic music or

Varo, Leonora Carrington and of course Bosch,

there is also then a problem of concentration.

Along Comes Another

Environment is also very important,
to feel comfortable, stretched out and
rested, although many of my works
came to life with a strained neck and
lack of sleep. It is important to find
that balance between everything, not
to overwork yourself but also not to
pause for too long. I’ve seen that when
I sometimes leave the artwork for too
long that it is hard to get back to it.
The mood vanishes and it is hard to

Where Are The Flamingos

get into it again.
• If you could meet anyone who
inspired you to be an artist (living
or dead) who would that be and why?
~ There are many interesting people
and artists from different periods in the
past that I’d like to meet and see their
way of thinking, and one of them is
surely Zdislaw Beksinski. Although his
art is dark and people and shapes often
grotesque and deformed, there is just
something so hypnotic in his work that
I cannot but stare at it over and over
again. His technique is also so special
with so many details and will probably
forever stay a mystery.

Jungle Nights

• If you had full funding to do any
project, what would it be and why?
~ Although my most fruitful series is
“Tale of the Blue Pear”, I have some
projects started that I would like to
expand and dedicate myself to, in
photography and painting as well.
There is unfortunately always something standing in the way. For some
artworks, I have to visit specific locations abroad, and I just cannot find the
time to do it. It would be nice to take a
break from everything and to create a
large series of these started projects.

Bedtime Stories

Inside Your Mind
• What comes next? Do you have any big proj-

• NICOLINA PETOLAS •

ects in the works or plans for the new year?

Nikolina is a photographer and visual artist

~ First I have a solo exhibition in Paris, in

from Zagreb, Croatia.

November. It took quite some time to make
it happen and now it is finally here. I plan to

With her works she searches to underline the

work on some of my other started series as

psychological and social aspects of our identity

well, but we’ll see how it goes.

and effects that endless soul searching has on
our lives.

• How do you want to be remembered?
What does Légende mean to you?

In her metaphorical presentations, from dream-

~ Although legends are mostly just fictional

like landscapes and fantasy scenery to strange

stories that have a historical origin, but with

and dark characters, creatures and envi-

no supported evidence, it is interesting how the

ronments, she uses the observation of inner

community accepts them and even finds them-

conflicts and questions that arise from them, as

selves in those stories although they know that

a dreamy and vivid example to show complex

probably they ain’t true. They want to believe

human emotions and drives as well as her sub-

in something, in heroes, to feel that there is

jective personal experience of the world.

something more to it. People love fantasy, daydreaming, a step from reality, they love magic

Nikolina’s work has gained multiple awards

and I hope they will also in some way, find it in

and has been shown in numerous international

my work.

exhibitions as well as several art projects.

And Then There Were Two

Nikolina’s work is included in the largest
exhibition of contemporary surrealism art
in the world “International Surrealism Now”
and is also represented in the prestige
“Lexikon phantastischer Künstlerinnen”
by Gerhard Habarta.
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• ARTIST STATEMENT •
My work is mostly conceptual and
symbolic and reflects inner observations,
presented through fantasy stories. However, on the other side, it also shows a path
to some distant part of ourselves, the one
of a child, which sometimes is unfortunately very much forgotten.
Sometimes it is dark, gloomy and crumbling, while on the other side it is energetic
and hopeful, even humorous.
Animals, half humans, giant fruit, and
sometimes a combination of all of this … in
my work I use them as storytellers who lead
us through these surreal worlds.
Although inspired by my love of science
fiction, fantasy, new technologies and some
distant dreamscapes, they are reflections
of my imagination, the way I perceive the
world and the people around me.
Animals have a strong presence in my

Lollipop

work, quite different then we know them
from real life. They are personified, telling
their own story, interacting in their own way,
creating the world independent of humans.
These are the tales about emotions,
growing up, about people and their masks,
fantasies, about creation and destruction,
unfulfilled dreams, pain, changes and
maybe some new beginnings.
These worlds are filled with secret desires
and endless soul searching that shows in
human nature. Although at first it looks like
a scene from a strange dream or some dark
fantasies, actually these stories are encouraged by what is happening to us and which
is reflected in our way of life.
In the moment I photographed them, they
had some different purpose. I like to create
new surrealistic environment where these
strange, and sometimes apparently useless
things get a new meaning. In my work, they
get ‘recycled’ and begin to exist as a symbolic
part of the story in a new meaning and form.

True Colors

Mark Heine
• Tell us about your art technique and what first sparked an interest
in this medium.
~ I first worked in oils when I started to experiment with painting the human
form. So for me, the subject chose the medium. For my current purpose, my
Sirens series paintings need to be realistic, to portray the imaginary world I
was trying to describe in words. Oil-based medium and its slow drying process
affords the wet-on-wet working time I need to refine the nuances of the human
form in a complex underwater environment, where light and other elements
behave differently.
• Do you use any special materials, or do anything out of the ordinary
when you are creating your art? If so, could you tell us about it?
~ On the painting side, most of my technique is traditional, but I’m always
playing ... metal foils, metal powders, heavy-body texture mediums, tinted
varnishes, etc. The successful experiments tend to find their way into my
mainstream and have become part of my individual style.
But if special materials include the behind-the-scenes production, then
perhaps “special materials” might also include wetsuits, underwater camera
systems, costume design and construction with organic-looking fabrics,
and all of the other details involved in photo shoots with models in a natural
environment water setting.
• What are your favorite products or brands, and why?
~ I use a number of paint, brush, canvas and panel brands.
Nothing in particular to rave about.
• When did you begin to take an interest in art, and for how long have you
considered yourself an artist?
~ I’ve considered myself an artist for 40 years. In 1979 I graduated high school
with an art school scholarship at age 18, so that was probably the official
start. But I don’t think there was much doubt before then. My father was
a professional artist for fifty years. Both my younger and older sisters
are professional artists and have never been anything else either.
• What inspires your creations?
~ I’ve come to realize that I’m a storyteller. Writing has always been a key component of my creative process. When I write, I visualize the scene, which may
not be unusual for a writer, but my experience with painting allows me the
opportunity to translate that vision onto canvas, so my audience can perceive
the visual feel I’m working with in my imagination. And while writing inspires
my painting, often a painted visualization will influence the direction of my
writing. The combination of the two disciplines affords me a unique approach

Anonymity
28
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to both and elevates the work to another level. My
first book is close to completion, and I’ve also begun
the outline and paintings for a sequel. Sirens is
a work of fiction in the genre of magical realism,
intended for young adults and beyond. The Sirens
paintings are visualizations of key moments in the
story, which examines humankind’s ambiguous
and destructive relationship with our natural world.
My hope is to influence attitudes and promote sustainable thinking and environmental stewardship.
• Do you use live models, and if so, do you have a
favorite muse? Do you find that having a model
helps to inspire your creation? Or do you create
everything from your imagination?
~ My mythological muses are the femmes fatales
made infamous in Homer’s Odyssey. For the roles of
my Sirens, two models serve as the key characters.
My youngest daughter, Sarah, is my primary muse.

Phantasma

I’ve been painting her and her friends for 19 years
– seven of that as her Siren character. The other
model is Erica, a family friend whose role is the
younger sister in the story. Actually painting them
live underwater is of course not an option, so I rely
on underwater photography, which I choreograph
and shoot myself, with the help of my wife Lisa
Leighton, who is a professional writer, editor and
costume designer for stage and film.
• What challenges do you have when you’re
creating, and what makes you the happiest when
you’re bringing a new project to fruition?
~ I find the initial concept and composition the
most challenging part of my work. I can often spend
weeks trying to settle on an idea that represents the
next step in my path.
As for happiness, I think sharing the finished work
and hearing the feedback is the most gratifying
thing.
• Has there been anyone in your life who was particularly influential, or someone who supported
your choice to become an artist?
~ My wife Lisa is constantly supportive. She enables
me to do what I do, and she’s also my creative collaborator. The combination of our complementary
skill sets and like-minded passions not only make
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Surrender

Immersion

Sirens possible, they were the reasons I pursued this path. It was a
challenge from her that started me writing fiction.
As for others, coming from an artistic family, I was lucky to not
encounter the pessimism often faced by young people who desire
a creative career. My family was, and is, always supportive of one
another. But the most influential in our family would be my late
father, Harry Heine. For years, we would meet each week for coffee
with some of his artist friends, and I learned a lot from our discussions about all aspects of being a professional artist. I was extremely
fortunate to be mentored by such talented and generous people.
• Can you name any artists who have influenced your style or
techniques, and why they were favored?
~ I’ve always believed that an artist’s personal style is an amalgam
of influences experienced throughout his or her life. So in that
respect, there are too many to list. But there are a few names who
I’ve found particularly influential, such as Andrew Wyeth, Maxfield
Parrish, Canadian painter (and family friend) Brian Johnson,
and my father. Each one for his sense of dramatic composition,
contrast, technique, and sense of surrealism.
• Do you find that your environment or music influences your
creative process? If so, can you describe a perfect setting for
you to do your art? Any particular music which inspires you
at the moment?
~ I have to admit, I have a TV in the studio for background noise. I
find that it helps distract and entertain my left brain with language,
allowing me to concentrate on thinking right-brained while painting. For writing, I find classical music is the only thing that doesn’t
interrupt my flow. Debussy, Mozart, Beethoven, Vivaldi, Wagner
and Tchaikovsky are favorites.
• If you could meet anyone who inspired you to be an artist
(living or dead), who would that be, and why?
~ I think Leonardo da Vinci, for me. Not only for his painting, but
for his curiosity on so many levels. In his sketchbooks, he used his
artistic abilities to visualize his ideas and imagination. It was not all
about the wondrous quality of the drawing; his goal was learning
and discovery.
• If you had full funding to do any project, what would it be,
and why?
~ I’m committed to what I’m doing now and dreaming pretty big
already in comparison to my budget. Funding would be helpful in
allowing me to realize my complete vision for Sirens. My hope is to
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upper: Ascension
lower: Exile

Sirenia

launch the book accompanied by a showing of the
art, which would travel to various destinations.
That will be expensive. There are currently 65
paintings in the series, many at life size or larger.
Funding would also be helpful for expenses
currently beyond my reach, in terms of promoting my project. I have Sirens paintings currently
or just recently showing in Barcelona, Dublin,
Belfast, Chicago, Nashville, Santa Fe and Denver.
Partially due to shipping costs, the budget just
didn’t stretch far enough for me to attend any of
those openings. As the book is yet to be released,
I think that being there to explain the context of
the paintings might have been helpful.
• How do you want to be remembered?
What does Légende mean to you?
~ I began my Sirens project for my children’s
sake. In her early teens, my daughter Sarah loved
books of magical realism – think Harry Potter, the
Hunger Games, Twilight, etc. She drank them in.
The formula for magical realism is to envision an
escape to a hidden reality that lurks behind our
familiar everyday lives. Wizards and vampires,
while entertaining, serve little real-world purpose.
But we have a real world reality hidden at our
doorstep. In fact, it covers seven-tenths of the
earth’s surface, and its inhabitants were evolving for 400 million years before the first tetrapod
ever set foot on land. We have yet to even map
the ocean depths with any degree of accuracy, let
alone discover and understand the creatures who
dwell there. We know more about the stars then
we do about the ocean we are systematically destroying. My hope is to be remembered as having
given a voice to that mystical world, and for those
who listen, to have influenced how we treat that
environment that helps sustain us.
To me, “légende” basically means a story handed
down through generations. It may have a basis
in fact, but is often writ large to begin with and
burnished over time. That relates exactly to
Sirens and Homer’s Odyssey, which is the

top: Furtive, middle: Salvation, bottom: Reflection
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Oiltide
second-oldest book in Western literature, behind

I completed the outline for Sirens on that voyage,

Homer’s Iliad. Homer blended history and real-world

where I began to visualized an entire society beneath

locations, together with Greek gods and mythical char-

the surface and beyond the human experience.

acters, imbuing them with “legend.”My interpretation

At night in mid-ocean, with 16,000 feet of water under

of his Sirens legend is also based on real-world science

the keel and 2,000 miles to the nearest shore, it’s

and actual locations. But it dives a little deeper (ex-

easier to imagine their nocturnal world, where motion,

cuse the pun).In 2014,I crossed the Pacific Ocean in a

phosphorescence and vibration are your allies if you

32-foot sailboat with a friend. We were 54 days at sea,

are a predator, and your enemies if you are prey.

doing four-hour watch duties around the clock.

Sounds like “légende” to me.

Alexa Fourier ~ “Root”
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Alexa Fourier ~ “Signal To Noise”
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Marc Evans
When I was eight years
old my dad showed me a book
of Helmut Newton. I right away
told my father: “This is what
I want to!”... and I did... I was
born in England, but moved to
Germany when I was sixteen.
That’s where I started to work
as a photographer after my A
levels. I left Germany for Italy
at one point since the German
market is too conservative for
my style of photography. I always, till today, followed the
footsteps of my hero Helmut
Newton. He is influencing my
style even today.
Every day, every shoot
is a new challenge, this is what
I love about my job so much.
I was born to do this.
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I have photography running in
my veins. I’ve had those jobs
with a full budget a lot, and of
course they are the best since
you don’t need to improvise.
The budget is there to make it
happen. One time I even asked
for a helicopter and after one
hour it was there. Makes your
life on the set way more easy.
The next job is always the
most important, only with
this attitude you can give
your client what he needs,
deserves, and pays for.
In regard to how I want
to be remembered, if people tell
me today your photos remind
me of Hemet Newton that’s the
biggest compliment you can
give me.
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Apprehension

Sullivan Giles
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Trust / Truth
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top left: Hand Study ~ top right: Self Portrait with Skeletons
bottom: The Yellow Wallpaper

Studio Portrait of Sullivan Giles by Kelly Robert

Mandy Tsung
• Tell us about your art technique and what first
sparked an interest in this medium.
~ I have a really varied interest in different styles of
painting, as well as mediums. I love textures and colours,
but I also love portraiture and illustration, so my work is
so often trying to find a balance between it all.
• Do you use any special materials, or do anything
out of the ordinary when you are creating your art,
If so, could you tell us about it?
~ I layer a lot of mediums – graphite, ink, acrylics,
and oils – but I always follow the rules of fat over lean,
including oil over water, so that my work is archival.
It’s really about capturing the imagery and feeling in
the most efficient way possible.
• What are your favorite products or brands and why?
~ Open medium by Golden is essential for my acrylic
painting, and Oleogel by Rublev is my favorite oil
medium because it’s non-toxic with no smell.
• When did you begin to take an interest in art and for
how long have you considered yourself an artist?
~ I was the kid drawing mermaids in their journal during
kindergarten class, instead of writing. I was so obsessive
about creating that I’ve never stopped making things –
nobody has ever had to urge me to get back into my studio. I think that’s what makes me an artistw, more than
having chosen it as a career - it’s something that I can’t
live without.
• What inspires your creations?
~ I am inspired by the need to express something within
myself that can’t be put into words. It’s part self-care,
part meditation, mixed with the need to be understood.
I’m also inspired to create visibility and space for people
like myself, who are minorities in this world. As an example, for a long time there was debate about whether my
work was simply a perpetuation of the male gaze, and I
questioned myself and the originality of my voice. And it
wasn’t until I did come out as queer, that I realized I had
been expressing my own gaze, with my own vocabulary,
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Tides

the entire time; even without knowing
it. It seems ridiculous now to think that
what I’d been making wasn’t informed
by my very specifically female-gendered
upbringing, as well as my queerness, and
really all the uniqueness of my own life.
This made me see how often we discount
or erase the views of minorities because
the tools we use to understand art (and
the world) were built by white men.
• Do you use live models and if so do
you have a favorite muse? Do you find
that having a model helps to inspire
your creation? Or do you create everything from your imagination?
~ I’m really conscious of the dichotomy
between using a live model and creating
a portrait that represents them, versus
creating something that is from within
myself. I think there has to be respect
paid to a model when you’re using their
likeness, so lately I try more to work from
my imagination and I feel freer in letting
the work go wherever it wants, especially to places that involve strong negative
emotions or eroticism.
• What challenges do you have when
you’re creating, and what makes you
the happiest when you’re bringing a
new project to fruition?
~ I feel a lot of responsibility to work
from a conceptual framework that has a
strong political message, and that represents my many communities in a way
that is empowering. But I don’t think my
best work comes from that starting point,
and it’s not the most satisfying way of
creating, for me personally. So there’s
always the fear that I’ll be hurting the
people that I’m trying to help when I’m
just wanting to let go and escape into my
little universe of creation. My happiest
moment is about 1/4 of the way into a
new piece, when I have an overwhelming
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top: Vivyan ~ bottom: Bakkhai

Mermaid
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Anima

Uko

Submerse
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Away
feeling that everything is perfectly falling into place, like it is fate. The beginning and end of every piece is agonizing, but that early bit after I’ve finally
settled into starting something is like
playing god.
• What comes next? Do you have any
big projects in the works or plans for
the new year?
~ I started tattooing a few years ago,

and it’s been even more fulfilling than I
could have ever imagined. I love getting
to meet people one-on-one and creating
a piece of art specifically for them. The
experience is as important as the final
product. It’s also been immensely challenging to learn a new craft, which has
taken up most of my energy and time
recently, but next year I’ll be getting
back to doing painting exhibitions with
Haven Gallery in New York.
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Nina Pak

Makeup: Artist Jennifer Little
Designers: Harness Your Harpy & House Gallery Boutique
Models:
Chelsea Brennan
Elizabeth White
Jennifer Little
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Esmeralda Aponte ~ “Songbird”
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Esmeralda Aponte ~ “Self and Creativity”

WWW.ETSY.COM/CA/SHOP/ESMERALDARAVENAPONTE

Lorelei

Liliia Beda
“I think that people who have chosen
the path of creativity are very brave,
they should listen to themselves, their
inner world and create.”
•

~ Read our MIROIR Interview with Liliia Beda at MiroirMagazine.com ~
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Ophelia
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Catherine

Puella
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Queen Of Elves

Dryad

Amanda Greive

In my art-making process, the portrayal of relationships
symbolically through the interplay of objects and the female
figure has been a priority. I have found that traditional representation has, thus far, best suited me in my exploration
of this topic, and my imagery references both classical and
contemporary symbolism and iconography. While my paintings are singular to my own experiences, it is my hope that
they also have a universality to them, wherein the viewer is
able to relate his or her own relationships to the portrayals,
making the act of viewing the painting an experience in its
own right. As such, this body of work serves as an exploration of the human condition, that irreducible part of humanity that connects all of us. We all inherently have a propensity to search for purpose, a sense of curiosity, a desire to
be loved and to give love, an acute acknowledgement of the
inevitability of isolation, and a fear of death.
The primary motivation behind my work is to tease out the
nuanced emotions embedded within the human condition
and to confront isolation and anxiety born of gender-based
stereotypes. I’m also interested in addressing the emotional and societal pressure to conform to a certain ideal that
women face. The floral element of each painting symbolically
draws attention to femininity as a source of possible societal,
emotional and personal conflict for the figures portrayed but
also takes into consideration the symbolic duality of flowers
as fragile, beautiful and sexual but also strong, persistent
and adaptable. Too, each work is painted photorealistically,
so instinctively there is an emphasis on technique. I look
to comment on the contradiction between creating realistic
imagery and portraying emotional rawness, as well as the
uncompromised truth in the imagery portrayed versus its
symbolic ambiguity.
Through my artwork, I’ve attempted to explore human
interaction on an intensely individual level primarily through
the creation of figural scenes that include objects that are
both personally and historically symbolic. At the same time,
it is my intention to reconcile these personal thoughts and
reactions, either directly or indirectly, with the universality
of the human condition and the internal and external
conflict associated with perceived gender roles.
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Drowning In The Delicate

WWW.AMANDAGREIVE.COM

concern with never being truly heard
by those around her.
• What challenges do you have
when you’re creating, and what
makes you the happiest when
you’re bringing a new project
to fruition?
~ One of the most challenging parts
about creating is finding the time to
do it. As a mother and an artist, I
feel like I work two full time jobs, so
I am often mother by day and artist
by night. What makes me the happiest when I’m working on a new
project is getting the whole panel

The Feeling Of Falling
• When did you begin to take an
interest in art and for how long have
you considered yourself an artist?
~ I grew up in a family of artists and
musicians, but I didn’t take an interest
in creating art until I was in my late 20s.
I had graduated from university with a
degree in Epidemiology and had a full
time job, but felt unfulfilled, so I took a
drawing class at a local college. It was
like an epiphany for me. From that point
forward I’ve created art nonstop. I’ve
considered myself an artist for the past
15 years.
• What inspires your creations?
~ My creations are inspired by my own
experiences as a woman and mother and
by the experiences of the models who so
graciously sit for me. Many times, the
concepts for my pieces are born from
the conversations that I have with my
models. For instance, the inspiration
for the painting “Voice Box” came from
a coffee date that I had with the model,
wherein she expressed to me her

Girl With The Flower Crown

Muscle Memory

Requiem For The Obedient
covered in the first layer of paint.
Then I can start layering in the
details. Its so easy to get lost in
the work during that time, and
I love that feeling.
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• What advice do you have for
artists who are seeking to follow
a creative path as a career?
~ My advice to someone who has

decided to become an artist is to
develop a thick skin fast. Be open
to criticism, but also know when
to trust your instinct. Being an
artist isn’t for the faint of heart.
It takes a lot of time, sacrifice
and commitment and there is no
shame in having a “day job”,
while pursuing your art in your
free time.

Voice Box
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Natalia Berglund

Observer

Miroir Magazine interview
with Artist, Natalia Berglund
• Tell us about your art technique and
what first sparked an interest in this
medium.
~ I work in a variety of mediums,
from oil to acrylic, to ink, to collages,
to plaster. Lately I’ve been primarily
working with oils. I love the flexibility
of oil paint, how easy it is to blend or
remove, if you are not happy with your
creation.
• Do you use any special materials,
or do anything out of the ordinary
when you are creating your art,
and if so, could you tell us about it?
~ One unifying element in my work is
gold leaf. I love using it because of its
luminosity and reflective qualities. It
can look very different depending on
lighting. Gold color can change from
deep ochre to almost radiating white.
It also carries somewhat of an ethereal
quality. Traditionally gold was used
in the creation of Orthodox icons to
symbolize purity and the glory of
the afterlife.
• What are your favorite products
or brands and why?
~ I don’t have any particular favorites.
I buy various brands of paints. but I
do always use Gamblin mediums and
varnishes.
• When did you begin to take an
interest in art and for how long have
you considered yourself an artist?
~ I have always been interested in art.
I went to a specialized art lyceum in
Minks, Belarus, where I studied classical painting and drawing techniques
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upper: Warrior-VI
lower: Warrior-VII

from first to eleventh grade. During
my college years I focused on graphic design. It is only about 5 years
ago that I returned to painting and
sculpting. That’s when I stared to
truly consider myself an artist.
• What inspires your creations?
~ Everything I see and do inspires
my creations. But since I focus on
portraiture, faces that I see around
me inspire me most.
• Do you use live models, and if so,
do you have a favorite muse?
Do you find that having a model
helps to inspire your creation?
Or do you create everything from
your imagination?
~ I do try working with women that
I know personally. Most of them are
not models, but all of them are beautiful people inside and out. I usually start with a photo session in my
studio. I photograph my muses from
various angles with different lighting. After the shoot, I look through
my images and start conceptualizing
my new works. I use a photo of the
face as a reference and then imagine
everything around it.
• What challenges do you have
when you’re creating, and what
makes you the happiest when
you’re bringing a new project
to fruition?
~ I usually get very excited before I
start working on a given piece (when
I have an idea formulated in my
head). That short period of high is
followed by a long period of working
on a piece. Challenges usually come
up during the execution process…
upper: Ethelind
lower: Jeilah

when something doesn’t quite
turn out as I was envisioning
and I have to rework something.
I’m again very happy, at the end,
once the piece is done to my
satisfaction.
• What advice do you have for
artists who are seeking to follow a creative path as a career?
~ I guess advice is almost always
the same for any profession. To
achieve any results one has to
put a lot of effort and energy into
their passion/career. Developing
artistic skills is very important,
but to gain visibility it is also
very important to put your work
out there; have a social media
presence, connect with other
artists and galleries, attend
pertinent events.
• What comes next? Do you
have any big projects in the
works or plans for the new
year?
~ I have a two-person show at
the University of St Thomas in
Saint Paul coming up in February (February 3 – May 22). I will
also be participating in The LA
ART Show with bG Gallery (February 5 – 9). These are the two
big events that I’m getting ready
for. I’m also starting to concept
my new series, which will combine representation and abstract
works.
upper: Warrior-I
lower: Fierce
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Within

Rene Gaviola

• What is this series all about?
~ [Recut] A Modern Renaissance, is a series
that combines the essence of the past with
the beauty of the present. Old paintings are
torn to reveal fresh faces to make the final
image spring back to life.
• What inspired you to do this series?
~ This concept is not new. I saw similar
works from which I got the inspiration
from. What sets this series apart though,
in my opinion, is how I photograph each
subject and ‘repaint’ them.

• Please describe the process in creating
this series
~ I am fond of asking models to be photographed without any makeup. For some, I
have to light each model so that it resembles similar lighting style from the original
paintings. For others, I do it using my preferred Rembrandt lighting.
Then comes the subtleties in post-processing the image. The first is color toning. Skin
tone of the face must match the skin tone
of the original painting.
~ The next phase is resizing and alignment.

There must be a seamless integration of
the model’s face with that of subject in the
painting.
~ Final step are further refinements.
• Was there a clear transition with your
art, a eureka moment when you realized
what your style would be?
~ My style is still evolving and this series is
part of my journey. I am a minimalist, both
during the photography session and also
during post processing. There wasn’t any
eureka moment although I already know
early on what I like and don’t like when creating or capturing images. My style reflects
my character. I prefer subtle editing and
serene images.
• What advice do you have for artists who
are seeking to follow a creative path as a
career?
~ Enjoy the journey, there are some stages
you need go through (some may even seem
mediocre now looking back) and it does
take time to move on to the next level.
This Recut series is a passing fancy
in my journey.

~ Read our MIROIR Interview with Rene Gaviola at MiroirMagazine.com ~
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Ofelia, Model: Jennifer Blake
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Portrait of a Young Woman, Model: Tosin Odugbemi

The Birth of Venus, Model: Karilee Rawluk
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Portrait of a Lady, Model: Tosin Odugbemi

Head of a Woman
Model: Jennifer Blake
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The Mourning Mary Magdalene, Model: Karilee Rawluk

Salome, Model: Sofy Chen

International
Fashion Gala
The International
Fashion Festival Gala is changing
the fashion scene in Vancouver
British Columbia, this year with the
Renaissance inspired show held at
the Vancouver Club.
David’s desire is to bring a cultural
revolution to the city beginning with
fashion. This theme, Radiant with
hope, exuberant with intoxicating
elegance, is inspired by an era
when the arts in Europe flourished.

Founder and Executive Producer
David Chen
Photo: Paula Luna

u

Artistic Director and Producer: Nina Pak
Assistant Producer, Technical Advisor and Director of Dance:
Christopher Manansala.
Creative Team: Head Makeup Artist: Eleni Alexandra Banakas,
Student Makeup Artists: Tran Anna, Ivy Hanson, Kiki Hsieh,
Nicole Smith, Shazia Masood
Head Hair Stylist: Amanda Straith, Student Hair Stylists:
Mhel Delos Reyes, Keziah Fortin, Ashley Li, Jane Lin
Designers: Helene Hawthorne, Zoe Wu of Zollection,
Eidolon Couture: Garments by Eve Jenkins and Headpieces by Andrew Flatland.
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Student designers from
the Visual College of Art and Design:
Chantel Ghang, Chay Clayton, Genette Nujar and
Lounacitas Murdocco. Directed by Laela Blanchet.
Dancers: Angel Xing, Sierra Cowie, Jayda Zhu,
Raquel Thorsen and Sofy Chen.
Erica Yorida on Violin
Contributing Photographers: Christopher Manansala,
Lorna Scott, Paula Luna and Rene Gaviola
Additional Staff: MC: Brodie Marples, PR: Huriye Sefayi,
Rylie Alezander, Marina Bosnjak, Karen Hasselfelt,
Carmen Stump, Yvonne Wai, Vivian Dong Chow
~ This production was a success due to the dedication
and creative work of all involved!

Photo by Diones Lago

Violinist: Ericka Yorida, Photo: Lorna Scott
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Dancers directed by Christopher Manansala: Angel Xing, Sierra Cowie, Jayda Zhu,
Raquel Thorsen,& Sofy Chen ~ photos by Paula Luna
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Photos by Paula Luna, Designer: Helene Hawthorne
Models: Madison Rice, Sasha Vitiuk, Tyler Krueger

Model: Ashley Young

Model: Jacqueline Ryan, Photo: Christopher Manansala, Designer: Zoe Wu
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Model: Anahita Fared, Designer: Chantel Chang, Photo: Paula Luna
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Iris Orcsik, Photo: Paula Luna, Designer: Chantel Chang

Top: Nicole Chen, left image by Paula Luna, Right by Rene Gaviola
Bottom: Kelsey Barnwell: left photo by Paula Luna, Right photo by Rene Gaviola
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Amanda Leigh, Photo: Lorna Scott, Designer: Chay Clayton

3 male portraits: Photos by Rene Gaviola
Top: Paul Ding & Bryan Hellard ~ Bottom Left: Brent Edgar
Bottom Right: VCAD Director: Laela Blanchet with Amanda Leigh ~ Photo: Paula Luna

Designer: Zoe Wu of Zollection ~ photos by Rene Gaviola
Top: Stephanie Saunders, Chelsea Marie
Bottom: Amanda Leigh, Jayda Zhu

Lorraine Vilarinho

~ Designer: Eidolon Couture, Photos by Rene Gaviola ~
Top: Dani Barnes, Sofy Chen
Bottom: Ashley Young, Victoria Danylenko

Karina Bosnjak
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~ Designer: Zoe Wu of Zollection, photos by Lorna Scott ~
Top: Julianna Willison, Grace Camila
Bottom: Parsa Tafazoli, Zoe Wu with Chelsea Marie

Iris Orcsik: (Designer: Chantel Chang) with
Julianna Willison: (Designer: Zoe Wu)
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~ Designer: Eidolon Couture, Photos by Lorna Scott ~
Top: Dani Barnes, Sofy Chen ~ Bottom: Jeanie Gee, Karina Bosnjak

Karina Bosnjak & Kemry Rheyne

Anna Dittmann
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